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Aircraft Philipp Group to manufacture machine parts
for Boeing H-47 Chinook heavy-lift helicopters

Rafale International presents
innovative ideas at the
Centre Val de Loire region’s
Aeronautical Forum

R

B

oeing signed a five-year contract with
Aircraft Philipp Group GmbH to manufacture machine parts for the global fleet of the
H-47 Chinook heavy-lift helicopter at its facilities
in Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg. This is the
first Boeing contract with Aircraft Philipp Group,
which joins Boeing’s important supplier base of
more than 35 companies in Bavaria and BadenWürttemberg and almost 100 companies in
Germany.
“Aircraft Philipp is a competitive, quality
supplier partner, and we welcome them to our
global supply chain,” said Michael Hostetter,
Boeing Defense, Space & Security director of
Vertical Lift Programs in Germany. “Our cooperation with Aircraft Philipp is indicative of the
specialized capabilities of German industry,
which enables long-term, sustainable partnerships with Boeing.”

“I am very proud to sign the first contract
with Boeing, to start another milestone in our
company history and to continue according to
our slogan: ‘Every flight a part of us’ - now also
for the outstanding workhorse Chinook H-47!”
said Rolf Philipp, CEO of Aircraft Philipp Group.
“Boeing has consistently grown its supplier
network and engagement in Germany over the
past years,” said Michael Haidinger, managing director of Boeing Germany and Central
& Eastern Europe. “All of our commercial, and
many of our defense and space programs fly
with technology or parts “made in Germany.”
And with the recent opening of the expanded
Boeing Research Office in Munich, we are
investing in the development of innovative and
efficient materials and production technologies
together with partners in Bavaria and across
Germany.”

afale International, a joint-venture
set up by Dassault Aviation,
Safran Group and Thales attended the
aeronautical forum being held in Tours,
to present its creation of an industrial
aeronautical sector in India, as part of
the “Make in India” offsets program for
the RAFALE India contract.
The Rafale International partners
presented their contribution to the
Make in India policy as part of the Rafale Offset program and presented the
possible opportunities for French SMEs
to also invest and set up production
activities in India.
By reinforcing Franco-Indian cooperation regarding SMEs in the Defense
aeronautical sector and by encouraging and supporting French SMEs coming to India as part of the offsets program for the Rafale Contract signed
in September 2016, this initiative will
help set up an industrial ecosystem
that will be of benefit to both French
and Indian partners under India’s
Prime Minister Modi’s “Make in India”
initiative.
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Airbus, Rolls-Royce, and Siemens
collaborate for electric future

A

irbus, Rolls-Royce, and Siemens have
formed a partnership to develop a
near-term flight demonstrator which will
be a major step forward in hybrid-electric
propulsion for commercial aircraft.
The E-Fan X hybrid-electric technology
demonstrator is expected to fly in 2020 following a complete ground test campaign,
provisionally on a BAe 146 flying testbed,
with one of the aircraft’s four gas turbine
engines replaced by a two megawatt
electric motor. Provisions will be made
to replace a second gas turbine with an
electric motor once system maturity has
been proven.
“The E-Fan X is an important next step in
our goal of making electric flight a reality
in the foreseeable future. The lessons we
learned from a long history of electric flight
demonstrators, starting with the Cri-Cri,
including the e-Genius, E-Star, and culminating most recently with the E-Fan 1.2, as

well as the fruits of the E-Aircraft Systems
House collaboration with Siemens, will
pave the way to a hybrid single-aisle commercial aircraft that is safe, efficient, and
cost-effective,” said Paul Eremenko, Airbus’
CTO. “We see hybrid-electric propulsion as
a compelling technology for the future of
aviation.”
The E-Fan X demonstrator will explore the
challenges of high-power propulsion systems, such as thermal effects, electric thrust
management, altitude and dynamic effects
on electric systems and electromagnetic
compatibility issues. The objective is to
push and mature the technology, performance, safety and reliability enabling quick
progress on the hybrid electric technology.
The programme also aims at establishing
the requirements for future certification of
electrically powered aircraft while training
a new generation of designers and engineers to bring hybrid-electric commercial

Air India inaugurates new ATR 72-600-212
Simulator at Hyderabad

A

ir India, the flag carrier airline of India
commissioned its brand new ATR
72-600-212 A Level ‘D’ Full Flight Simulator
(FFS) at its Central Training Establishment
(CTE) at Hyderabad. The simulator was
inaugurated by Amitabh Singh, Executive
Director, Training in the presence of Air
India officials. ATR 72-600 Full-Flight Simulator (FFS) provides for training of pilots on
ATR 72-600 aircraft used by Alliance Air, the
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wholly owned subsidiary of Air India.
The Simulator with an all-electric motion
system provides more precise and authentic cues for pilot training reflecting real

aircraft one step closer to reality.
Airbus will be responsible for on the
whole integration as well as the control architecture of the hybrid-electric propulsion
system and batteries, and its integration
with flight controls.
Rolls-Royce will be responsible for the
turbo-shaft engine, two megawatt generator, and power electronics. Along with
Airbus, Rolls-Royce will also work on the
fan adaptation to the existing nacelle and
the Siemens electric motor.
Siemens will deliver the two megawatt
electric motors and their power electronic
control unit, as well as the inverter, DC/DC
converter, and power distribution system.
This comes on top of the E-Aircraft Systems
House collaboration between Airbus and
Siemens, launched in 2016, which aims at
development and maturation of various
electric propulsion system components
and their terrestrial demonstration across
various power classes.
Paul Stein, Rolls-Royce, chief technology
officer, said, “The E-Fan X enables us to
build on our wealth of electrical expertise
to revolutionise flight and welcome in
the third generation of aviation. This is an
exciting time for us as this technological
advancement will result in Rolls-Royce
creating the world’s most powerful flying
generator.
“Siemens has been driving innovation in
core technology fields at full speed,” said
Roland Busch, chief technology officer of
Siemens. “In April 2016 we opened a new
chapter in electric-mobility with the collaboration with Airbus. Building up electric
propulsion for aircraft, we are creating new
perspectives for our company and also for
our customers and society. With the E-Fan
X partnership, we now take the next step
to demonstrate the technology in the air.”

time scenarios. The Full-Flight Simulator installed will be over and above the existing
two A320 Simulators at CTE Hyderabad. By
adding this new generation simulator, Air
India will now be able to put on fast track
the complete training offered to pilots with
the latest technology and can also extend
it to third party. With the installation of
this equipment, the training for pilots on
ATR-72-600 which is at present carried out
abroad will take place in India. The simulator with requisite DGCA approval will be
operational for training purpose soon.
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Elbit Systems inaugurates Fighter Mission Training
Center in Colombia

E

lbit Systems has recently inaugurated
an interconnected, multi-cockpit Mission Training Center (MTC) for the Colombian Air Force. The MTC provides realistic
simulated battlefield training using a
variety of aircraft systems and mission
scenarios and utilises a superior computer

generated forces (CGF) solution to enable
synchronised participation of friendly and
enemy forces.
The Colombian Air Force MTC draws on
Elbit Systems’ experience with the SkyBreaker MTC, implementing the company’s
proven, cutting-edge technologies and

”Train as You Fight” concept thus enabling
pilots, squadrons and ground controllers
to conduct realistic, up-to-date training
exercises and save actual flight hours. The
MTC can be used for basic and emergency
training or for advanced mission-oriented
training with up to 24 trainees, training
together in a “real” mission environment.
The MTC covers all stages of tactical mission training including planning, rehearsal,
and debriefing.
Yoram Shmuely, general manager of
Elbit Systems Aerospace Division, said,
“We are proud to inaugurate the MTC
for the Colombian Air Force. The MTC is
yet another example of Elbit Systems’
technological leadership in the Training and Simulation filed and it attests
to the growing demand for all-inclusive
interconnected simulation platforms that
enhance the quality of training while
reducing operational costs”.

Israel Air Force receives advanced debriefing system from Israel
Aerospace Industries for Blue Flag 2017 Exercise

T

he Israel Air Force (IAF) took delivery of
an innovative drill debriefing system that
performs debriefing in record time from the
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI), Israel’s prime
aerospace and aviation manufacturer. The system was developed for the Blue Flag Exercise
held in November 2017 which was led by the
IAF and included air forces from USA, Poland,
Greece, Germany, Italy, France, India and other
countries.
The system was developed by IAI’s MALAM
division and it is based on EHUD, ACMI system.
The unique debriefing system has been
characterised and optimised for the special
requirements of IAF and the Blue Flag Exercise
and it differentiated by the automated integration of data from various training systems of
different aircraft platforms and air forces. The
debriefing system yields a unified air combat
view of all participating aircraft and air threat;
the scenarios practiced are fed into the system’s database to enable full documentation
for future insights and learning.
In addition to using the debriefing system,
IAI provided on-demand air practice services
and leased EHUD, ACMI system and IAI train-
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German Air force fighter during Blue Flag with
IAI’s EHUD pod

(Photo Credit: Israel’s Air Force)

ing experts supported the implementation of
the system.
Jacob Galifat, general manager of the IAI/
MALAM Division, said, “The debriefing system
we developed replaces the manual feeding
of training scenarios, thus enhancing the
learning process and insights from drills of this
scope. The air training services provided by

IAI to multinational drills allow our clients to
gain the most from each drill. They also allow
countries which do not have training systems
to fully participate in complex exercises and
large-scale trainings. This is another step in the
evolution of our long-standing EHUD system
which is broadly deployed in air forces across
the globe”.
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South Korea’s National 119 Rescue Headquarters
signs for two H225 helicopters

Sky Airline’s A320neo
aircraft fleet to be powered
by LEAP-1A engines

S

A

irbus Helicopters has received a contract from South Korea’s National 119
Rescue Headquarters for two additional
H225 helicopters.
The National 119 Rescue Headquarters at
present operates an all-Airbus helicopter
fleet comprising two AS365 N2 and two
H225. This new purchase will bring its fleet
to six helicopters by the end of 2019.
The agency will be using these two multirole
H225 helicopters for search and rescue missions,
with the flexibility to reconfigure them to accommodate fire-fighting and emergency medical
services equipment onboard the aircraft.

“The National 119 Rescue Headquarters
has been operating Airbus helicopters
for over 20 years and we are happy to see
how our helicopters have continued to
play a vital role in the agency’s mandate to
protect and save lives”, said Marie-Agnes
Veve, Head of North Asia of Airbus Helicopters. “The addition of the two H225 to
the agency’s fleet illustrates our customer’s
confidence in our products and their performance. Given its versatility and endurance in all-weather condition, we know
the H225 will continue to be a capable
workhorse for the agency’s missions.”

ky Airline and CFM International
has signed a Memorandum of
Understanding for a 12-year Rate Per
Flight Hour (RFPH) agreement for the
LEAP-1A engines that will power the
airline’s new fleet of 21 leased Airbus
A320neo aircraft. The agreement
is valued at about $600 million US,
including spare engines.
The leased aircraft are scheduled
for delivery between 2018 and 2021.
Under the terms of the RPFH maintenance agreement, CFM will provide
engine maintenance on a dollar per
engine flight hour basis.
“One of the main challenges of Sky
Airline is to become the best airline
for Chile and we know that to achieve
this we must strengthen our operation with agreements of this type that
enhance our efficiency and safety,” said
Sky Airline CEO Holger Paulmann.
“We are pleased to welcome Sky
Airline to the LEAP family of operators,” said Gaël Méheust, President
and CEO of CFM International. “The
airline has distinguished itself in the
Latin American market since it began
operations in 2001. We believe that
the addition of the advanced new
LEAP engine will be a tremendous asset and will support Sky’s continued
growth.”

Sikorsky S-92 helicopter receives certification in Mexico

S

ikorsky S-92 helicopter received the
Offshore and Utility Type Certificate
from Mexico’s Directorate General of Civil
Aeronautics (DGAC). The certificate enables
the operation of S-92 helicopters in Mexico,
in all production configurations including
offshore oil and gas transportation, search
and rescue, as well as regional airline passenger service and VIP transportation.
“Sikorsky has been excited to watch the
evolution of the offshore oil and gas industry in Mexico,” said Sikorsky Vice President,
Oil & Gas, David Martin. “As the industry expands into new territory, safe and reliable
offshore transportation will ensure they
remain on schedule and on budget. With
this new certification of the S-92 aircraft,
operators and oil and gas companies can
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select a true heavy helicopter that has the
proven reliability and safety to support
their success.”

“This moves us another step forward
in our overall Latin
America strategy,”
said Sikorsky VP,
Latin America,
Adam Schierholz.
“The region has
long had faith in
Sikorsky products,
specifically the
Black Hawk. It’s a
natural progression, as oil markets
expand in Mexico
and Colombia, that the S-92 would start to
play a prominent role in that sector.”
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StandardAero, GDC ME and Horizon Shield
collaborate to provide MRO services in Saudi Arabia

S

tandardAero, a maintenance, repair and
overhaul provider based in Scottsdale,
Arizona has signed an exclusive teaming
agreement with GDC Middle East (GDC ME)
and Horizon Shield Corporation of Riyadh
to provide MRO services, engineering support and design services for military aircraft
operators in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The three-year teaming agreement will
initially cover government-owned rotorcraft for the Saudi Navy, Air Force and Land
Forces.
Simon Jones, President of StandardAero/Vector Global Services, said, “Saudi
Vision 2030 is built around three themes:
a vibrant society, a thriving economy and
an ambitious nation. Vector is extremely
pleased to extend its decades-long history
of providing reliable aviation services to
Saudi Arabia. By teaming with leading high
quality service providers such as GDC ME
and Horizon, we are confident of achieving

P

incremental growth for all three firms while
also helping to meet the ambitious goals of
Saudi Vision 2030.”
Fawaz Alsharabi, GDC Middle East’s CEO,
commented, “We are very glad to team up
with StandardAero and Horizon Shield, as
we are planning to offer more aerospace
and engineering services to our local
customers and thus meet our main objectives in line with Saudi Vision 2030 vision,
namely diversifying our national economy,
pursuing the transfer of technology into
the Kingdom, and generating local job opportunities.”

New hangar at Bombardier Business Aircraft’s
London Biggin Hill Airport

B

ombardier Business Aircraft’s London
Biggin Hill Airport has doubled its
capacity with the addition of a new hangar
and more than 70 technicians, providing
customers in the region with extended
maintenance support. The new hangar will
be operational by the end of 2017 and the
facility will grow to a total of approximately
115 employees by mid-2018.
The additional hangar will be dedicated
to heavy maintenance events, including
96-month and 120-month inspections. Following the expansion, Bombardier’s London
Biggin Hill Airport facility will be able to service
twice as many aircraft, including scheduled
and unscheduled maintenance, modifications and avionics installations for Bombardier
Learjet, Challenger and Global aircraft.
“Customer satisfaction is a top priority at
Bombardier. The new hangar and added
technicians will offer our customers peace
of mind and an exceptional level of support
for all their maintenance needs. Bombardier knows its aircraft best, which is why we
are seeing a great demand for our maintenance services in this region,” said JeanChristophe Gallagher, vice president and
general manager, Customer Experience,
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Abu Dhabi Aviation
signs for engine support
services for its PT6C-67Cpowered helicopter fleet

Bombardier Business Aircraft.
Bombardier’s London Biggin Hill Airport
facility has supported over 40 maintenance
events since its inauguration later this year
including a Ka-band high-speed internet with
Rockwell Collins Airborne Data Router (ADR)
retrofit installation. This additional hangar will
offer customers in the region with extended
maintenance support, reinforcing Bombardier’s commitment to Biggin Hill Airport.
“This expansion is also a testament to
Bombardier’s dedication to growing business
aviation in the UK and to strengthening its
long-term relationship with London Biggin
Hill Airport. We are committed to growing our
customer support network worldwide, and
to ensuring we offer aftermarket products
that add value throughout the lifecycle of our
aircraft,” added Gallagher.

ratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC),
a Canada-based aircraft engine
manufacturer has signed a 20-year
Fleet Management Program (FMP)
contract with Abu Dhabi Aviation
(ADA) for 22 PT6C-67C engines
that will power the airline’s fleet of
Leonardo AW139 helicopters which
principally serve the offshore oil and
gas industry in Abu Dhabi, Saudi
Arabia, Dubai and India. The FMP will
also include the installation of P&WC’s
FAST Solution for advanced prognostics and engine health management.
“When it comes to helicopter dispatch, time is paramount - especially
given the extremely large number of
offshore takeoffs and landings by our
fleet,” said H.E Nadir Ahmed Al Hammadi, Chairman of ADA. “As the largest
commercial helicopter operator in the
Middle East, we have opted to invest
in an FMP plan and the FAST advanced
prognostics solution with P&WC to
help optimize our maintenance environment and ensure our AW139 fleet
remains mission-ready at all times to
the highest safety standards.”
The FMP plan for Abu Dhabi Aviation
will provide personalised support to
meet both its technical and commercial
needs. FMP plan is a flexible, high-value
engine management solution that
helps lock in lower operating costs and
simplifies fleet operations management. It also serves as a financial planning tool supporting efficient cash flow
while facilitating ADA to focus on its
core business of offshore oil support.
“The combination of our tailored
FMP plan and FAST technology is a
preventive maintenance solution that
will help ADA reduce costs while supporting greater availability through
comprehensive engine and aircraft
health management,” said Tim Swail,
vice president, Customer Programs,
P&WC. “P&WC’s focus is on delivering
long-term value and peace of mind
to our customers through innovative
and flexible solutions aligned closely
with their individual needs and flying
environments.”
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EgyptAir to lease LEAP-1A engine powered
A320neos from AerCap

E

gyptAir, the flag carrier airline of Egypt
will lease 15 new Airbus A320neo
aircraft powered by CFM International’s
LEAP-1A engine from AerCap. The airline is
scheduled to begin taking delivery shortly.
“We have been impressed with everything we have seen about the LEAP engine
in service,” said Safwat Musallam, chairman
& CEO of EgyptAir. “The performance
and very high utilization rates CFM has
achieved will be very important to our
operations. These new aircraft are a key
element in our fleet modernization strategy

and we know we can count on CFM to ensure that the introduction will be a smooth
one.”
EGYPTAIR is a long-time CFM customer
and at present operates a fleet of 29

Air Arabia signs AFI KLM E&M for growing A320
engine support

CFM56-7B-powered Boeing Generation
737-800 aircraft.
Aengus Kelly, CEO of AerCap, said,
“AerCap is extremely proud to have been
selected by EGYPTAIR to support its narrowbody fleet renewal program. These
new generation aircraft and engines will
enhance EGYPTAIR’s fleet for many years to
come and we look forward to seeing the
aircraft in service.”
“EgyptAir ‘s continued confidence in CFM
products and services is highly gratifying,”
said Gaël Méheust, president and CEO of
CFM International. “We look forward to
working closing with them to introduce the
new LEAP engine into their fleet.”

Dassault Falcon Jet
introduces Skyservice
Toronto as authorized
service center

S

A

ir Arabia has signed with Air France Industries KLM Engineering & Maintenance
(AFI KLM E&M) a long-term, full engine support
contract for its growing Airbus A320 fleet. The
agreement was signed by Adel Al Ali, group
chief executive officer of Air Arabia and Anne
Brachet, Executive vice president, Air France
KLM Engineering and Maintenance .
The contract covers engine maintenance of
Air Arabia’s existing and expanding fleet of 50
Airbus A320 aircraft.
The new contract covers the full array of Air
Arabia’s fleet requirements, from shop visits to
worldwide on-wing support. Real-time engine
monitoring will also be on offer through the
Prognos for Engine predictive maintenance
solution.
Adel Al Ali, group CEO of Air Arabia, said, “Our
decision to opt for AFI KLM E&M to fulfil this
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large-scale and long-term contract demonstrates our confidence in their ability to deliver
the highest level of service quality we expect.
Working with the right partners will help us
grow our fleet and the routes we serve at a
faster pace.”
Fabrice Defrance, senior vice president Commercial AFI KLM E&M, added, “We are pleased to
have Air Arabia select us as a partner of choice
for their growing A320 fleet. It is a powerful
signal of our ambition to expand in the Middle
East and Africa across the full array of our MRO
services, and in particular our engine support
services.”
This agreement strengthens the Air Arabia’s
existing partnership as AFI KLM E&M provides
airframe support to Air Arabia through its
specialised Moroccan joint venture, Aerotechnic
Industries (ATI).

kyservice Toronto has become the new
Authorized Service Center (ASC) for
Dassault Falcon Jet allowing the facility to
carry out line maintenance, AOG support
and other services on Falcon 900EX EASy
and 2000EX EASy model families.
Skyservice’s 160,000 sq ft facility offers
line maintenance services for both local
and transient operators. While the ASC
hub is located in Skyservice’s Toronto
facility, AOG situations are also supported through their Montreal and Calgary
facilities.
Besides the Transport Canada approval,
Skyservice holds maintenance certifications from the United States, Europe,
Bermuda and Hong Kong. Skyservice
also is an Authorised Honeywell Service
Center for the TFE731 series engines.
Along with in-house maintenance
services, including ‘A’ series checks, Skyservice also offers AOG GoTeam dispatch
capabilities with appropriate tooling
and equipment to repair an aircraft in a
remote location.
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Satair Group extends global spares distribution agreement with CTT Systems A.B.

S

atair Group, a global leading provider
of aftermarket services and solutions
for the civil aerospace industry extended
its existing 10-year exclusive global spare
parts distribution contract with CTT
Systems A.B of Sweden for CTT’s range
of aircraft climate control equipment
including humidification and moisture
removal systems that are present on a wide
range of modern airliner types.
Under this contract Satair Group is
responsible for spares sales and deliveries
to the aftermarket, which frees up CTT to
focus on sales and product deliveries to
aircraft production lines.
The contract extension has also been
expanded to include spare parts distribution for the new Boeing 777X. Boeing
selected CTT in January as a Tier 1 supplier
to provide humidification systems for flight
deck, crew rests and cabin zone A/B for the

aircraft. The CTT products will be offered as
Supplier Furnished Equipment in the Boeing 777X catalogue.
Steen Karsbo, Vice President Business Development for Satair Group said, “We have
enjoyed a strong relationship with CTT
Systems since our contract was first signed

Lufthansa Technik Component Services
expands facility in Tulsa

L

ufthansa Technik Component Services
(LTCS) has substantially expanded its
workshop in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Providing
a shop floor area of 10,700 square meters
(115,000 square feet), the facility has doubled
in size. Added capabilities and an improved
logistics network in the region additionally
increase the performance and service
portfolio of the company.
Stephen Fondell and Dirk Ripa, who
jointly share the responsibility as CoManaging Director and Head of Product
Division Components Americas, explain the
move. Dirk Ripa underlines, “To meet the
demands of our customers, we have added
a large number of services to our portfolio.”
Stephen Fondell says: “By ensuring work is
done in the region for the region, we are
forecasting an annual growth rate of more
than 20 percent.”
Lufthansa Technik Component Services at
present employs close to 600 employees at
its eight locations throughout North America.
Various changes have also been implemented to secure the supply chain in the
region, including the establishment of new
processes.
Besides, Lufthansa Technik also opened a
new regional office in Miami, Florida, in Octo-
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in January 2008.
This five-year
extension and
expansion to
cover the Boeing
777X further
cements our
relationship and
we look forward
to earning the
continued faith
placed in us by
CTT well into the
next decade.”
Torbjörn Johansson, CEO for CTT Systems
AB comments, ‘This extension to our existing contract with Satair further endorses
our satisfaction at its efficient and prompt
global handling of our spares provisioning,
which is absolutely vital to CTT’s unique
humidity control technology.’

Cathay Pacific Airways
signs Boeing Landing
Gear Overhaul and
Exchange Program for its
747-8 freighter fleet

B

ber. The office employs about 150 employees,
with corporate sales and other commercial
and operational services such as a 24/7 AOG
desk and material trading being co-located
here. By combining the different product divisions under one roof in the region, Lufthansa
Technik ensures a more aligned and efficient
market approach.
Dirk Ripa says, “Our consistent growth in
the Americas shows that our commitment
is not only fostering trusted relationships
with airline customers in the region, but
also paving the way to a very promising future.” Stephen Fondell explains: “Besides increasing our regional production footprint
to be closer to our customers, gaining a
better understanding of the evolving needs
of the market will allow us to develop nextgeneration customized solutions for their
problems.”

oeing signed a 747-8 freighter
fleet Landing Gear Overhaul and
Exchange Program with Cathay Pacific
Airways.
Through the offering, Cathay’s 747-8
freighter fleet, representing 14 aircraft, will receive fully overhauled and
certified landing gear as well as AOG
coverage.
“Boeing values its relationship with
Cathay Pacific Airways, and we are
pleased to support them through a
comprehensive alternative to managing
787-8 landing gear internally,” said David
Longridge, vice president of Commercial
Services Sales, Boeing Global Services.
“This service provides a simple and
economical solution for our customers to
manage landing gear overhauls.”
Through the program, landing gear
that needs to be repaired or overhauled
can be exchanged for another set of
certified landing gear from a pool that
Boeing maintains, eliminating the need
for customers to contract, schedule and
manage the overhaul process.
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Executive Focus
TrueNoord names Evran Tuzgol as new
Finance Director

S

pairliners GmbH, an equally split, joint
venture, between Air France Industries
KLM Engineering & Maintenance and
Lufthansa Technik, has appointed Thies
Moeller as new Managing Director and
CEO. He succeeds Sven-Uve Hueschler
effective November 01st and heads from
now on the business alongside Benoit
Crombois, Managing Director and CFOof
the company.
“After a comprehensive search and careful
selection process, we are delighted to have
recruited Thies Moeller for Spairliners’ management board. Thies has more than 12
years of experience in leadership positions
within Lufthansa Technik AG and knows
best the industry, especially the component business”, says Jacques Dauvergne,
chairman of Spairliners’ supervisory board
and VP Materials & Services Air France
Industries.
Thies has been employed by Lufthansa
Technik since 2005. His previous experience
within the corporate group includes leading
positions in Key Account Management, Central Services and Processes as well as Central
Controlling and Risk Management. Before
joining Lufthansa Technik, he served for more
than five years as General Manager and Sales
Director in the automotive business.

“I am thrilled to be taking on the new
role”, says Thies Moeller. “This is an exciting time for Spairliners, as the companyexpandsits Integrated Component Care
business for Embraer E-Jet aircraft in the
Americas. Moreover, we also introduce a
complementary and new product to this
market. Spairliners Assets Control Enterprise (SPACE) is based on a probabilistic
forecasting model for assets. After becoming market leader in Europe for E-Jet
component support, Spairliners brings its
expertise and experience now to a next
level and to an additional market. The combination of proven quality with a future
technology innovation will lead us into a
next phase of growth.”

Thies Moeller
Spairliners

Air Partner names Robert Jubb as Freight
Trading Manager

A

ir Partner has appointed Robert Jubb as Freight Trading Manager. Robert is based at Air
Partner’s UK headquarters at Gatwick and reports directly to Mike Hill, Director of Freight.
Robert has over 13 years of experience in the charter brokerage, airline and time-critical
logistics industries. He was previously Commercial Director at AirX Charter and also spent
eight years at another competitor from 2008 to 2016 in a number of roles, including Commercial Manager.
Robert said, “I am looking forward to being able to use my years
of broking experience to explore and pursue new opportunities for
the Air Partner team. The division has been going from strength to
strength in recent months and I can’t wait to build on this moving
forward.”
Mike Hill, Director of Freight, said,“I am very pleased to have
Robert on board. His skills and industry experience will be a real
asset to the team as we look to grow our market share, particuRobert Jubb
larly in the time-critical cargo sector.”
Air Partner
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JSSI selects Brendan
Lodge as Aircraft
Acquisitions Specialist

J

et Support Services, Inc. (JSSI) has
appointed Brendan Lodge as aircraft
acquisitions specialist. Lodge, an
experienced aircraft sales broker and
financier will provide support to JSSI’s
growing Advisory Services and JSSI Parts
divisions.
“We are excited to welcome Brendan to
the team. I’ve worked with Brendan over
the last several years and feel confident
that his background and skill set will be
a perfect fit for this unique role,” said Neil
Book, president and CEO of JSSI.
Lodge will also identify and review strategic aircraft acquisitions for JSSI Parts.
He brings over 25 years in banking and
asset financing to JSSI, including 8 years
focused on business aviation finance.
“This is a unique opportunity to join an
industry leader and combine my experience as an asset financier and aircraft
broker to support the services JSSI offers
to owners and operators of these complex high-value assets,” said Lodge.
Lodge has a broad network of industry
connections from his previous role as
director of aircraft sales and acquisitions
at JetBrokers and as an independent
private aviation consultant. He is the
founder and organiser of the Aviation
Supper Club and was the 2012 Chairman
of the Central European Private Aviation
Association. Lodge will be based at JSSI’s
Farnborough, UK, office.

Brendan Lodge
Jet Support
Services, Inc.
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Executive Focus
Aerospace Industries Association appoints
Eric K. Fanning as next President and CEO

T

he Aerospace Industries Association
(AIA) has named Eric K. Fanning as
its president and chief executive officer,
effective January 1, 2018.
“Eric is an accomplished, respected
leader whose broad government and
national security experience will serve
AIA and its member companies well,”
said AIA Chairman Dennis A. Muilenburg,
Boeing chairman, president and CEO.
“Building on the significant progress
made under Dave Melcher’s leadership,
Eric will strengthen AIA’s position as
the voice of the aerospace and defense
industry, bringing continued attention
and advocacy to key issues affecting civil
aviation, space and defense. We owe
Dave our enduring gratitude for his tireless advocacy and many contributions to
our industry.”
Most recently, Fanning served as the
22nd Secretary of the Army where he
provided leadership and oversight of
the nation’s largest military service, the
United States Army. Fanning previously
served as Chief of Staff of the Secretary of
Defense, Acting Secretary of the Air Force
and Under Secretary of the Air Force, and
Deputy Under Secretary and Deputy Chief
Management Officer of the Navy. He is
the only person to have held senior appointments in all three military departments and the Office of the Secretary of
Defense.
During his more than 25 years of distinguished government service, Fanning
worked on the staff of the House Armed
Services Committee, and was a special
assistant to the Secretary of Defense and
associate director of political affairs at the
White House.
“The aerospace and defense industry
is at the forefront of some of America’s
greatest challenges and opportunities.
For us to continue leading the world
demands strong leadership in foreign
policy and national security, stable
budgets, a vibrant economy where
everyone has the opportunity to live
the American dream, and the prosper-
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ity to create a skilled workforce capable of
taking advantage of good-paying jobs that
support families and communities. As we
navigate this dynamic environment, our nation expects that we will properly equip our
forces and allies, ensure safety in commercial aviation, and build an environment that
inspires space travel and the minds that
create it,” Fanning said.
“The aerospace and defense industry
represents more than 2.4 million proud
workers, representing over 13 percent of
the nation’s manufacturing force from all
50 states, who passionately understand
the gravity of their contribution to our
economy and national security,” Fanning
continued. “With $872 billion in sales in
2016, defense and aerospace companies
rank as the nation’s second largest net exporter and one of the biggest contributors
to the annual U.S. Gross Domestic Product.
Additionally, the innovative companies of
our industry are American leaders in research and development with products and
technology that benefit all of society.?This
is an exciting time, and I am proud to lead
AIA in its role as the voice of American
aerospace and defense.”

Eric K. Fanning
Aerospace Industries
Association

Scott Kruce joins
Duncan Aviation’s
avionics install sales
team

S

cott Kruce has joined Duncan
Aviation’s Avionics Install Sales
team in Lincoln, Nebraska. In the 10
years Kruce has worked at Duncan
Aviation, he has served as an
Avionics Install Technician and Crew
Lead. Installing avionics equipment
on aircraft has given Kruce handson experience with both aircraft
and customers.
“In the decade that I have been involved with avionics installations at
Duncan Aviation, I have witnessed
first-hand the extraordinary capabilities of our team. The innovation,
ingenuity, and unrelenting drive
for results displayed by my teammates have enabled us to accomplish goals that others had deemed
impossible,” says Kruce. “I am a
passionate believer in the people
of Duncan Aviation and everything
that Duncan Aviation represents
as a company. I am excited for this
opportunity to share that passion
with others throughout the aviation
community.”
“Scott has a proven background
in leadership and customer service, which are invaluable in his
new sales role,” says Manager of
Modifications Sales Nate Klenke.
“I’m confident that Scott’s winning
attitude and continuous desire
to grow will reinforce
our
clients’ decisions to
entrust their aircraft
to Duncan Aviation
where they say they
have an experience like none
other.”
Scott Kruce
Duncan Aviation
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Internationa l E ven ts
EVENT

DATE

VENUE

Aerospace & Defence
MRO South Asia Summit

18 -19 January 2018

New Delhi, India

MRO Middle East

23-24, January 2018

Singapore Air Show

6-11, February 2018

Dubai World Trade Centre Dubai,
UAE
Changi Exhibition Centre

8th Annual Aerospace Raw Materials
& Manufacturers Supply Chain
Conference

12, March 2018

Beverly Hills, CA.

32nd Annual Commercial Aviation
Industry Suppliers Conference

12-14, March 2018

Beverly Hills, CA.

MRO Americas

10-12, April, 2018

Asian Business Aviation Conference &
Exhibition (ABACE2018)

17-19, April, 2018

Orlando, FL, USA
Shanghai, China

AP&M Europe

29-31, May, 2018

London, UK

European Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition (EBACE2018)

29-31, May, 2018

Geneva

MRO Europe

16-18, October 2018

Amsterdam, Netherlands

NBAA Business Aviation Covention &
Exhibition (NBAA-BACE)

16-18, October 2018

Orlando, Florida

13-15, November 2018

Singapore
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